Names: Moorman


Dear Anita,
I will provide the information available on all the Moorman's in the Cemeteries book. I want to make sure you have it all. I notice that you have some already, so just treat it as confirmation of what you recieved previously.

Cemeteries of Brown County,  pp 285, 287 Beckam Cemetery
Fred W. Moorman 12 Jun 1849 - 2 Feb 1917
Bernadine, wife of Fred Moorman 20 Dec 1863 - 21 Jan 1906
Amanda C. Moorman, dau of Fred and Beradine, 29 Sep 1892 - 30 Jan 1917
John F. Moorman 1896-1968

The family relationships section on p 287 states that father and mother were buried the same day but I think they really meant father and daughter since it's their deaths that are closest together. They died of pneumonia.

pp 369, 363 West Side Cemetery, Versailles
James F. Moorman 1864-1937
Sarah, wife of J. F. Moorman 1859-1934
W. N/M. Moorman 8 Aug 1838 - 16 Apr 1915
Mary F. Peters, wife of W. M. Moorman 29 Mar 1840 - 17 Jan 1917

The double middle initial on W. Moorman is because he is listed with each in a different place. I thing the N really should be M because the M appears twice and the N only once. All entries are for the same person. I beleive the N is a typo in the one entry.

James F. is consistently listed as J. F Moorman. However, I found his given name in the Tarrant Funeral Home records on p 393 and have included it here.

Sincerely,
Ken Huffman
 

anita bracken wrote:
 

hi ken thank you so much for your assistance i am so greatful !!!!!my great grandfather edward simmons was the son of friedrich w.moormann(fred w.moorman) i have seen him listed as this also,born born june 12 ,1849 -died feb.2,1917 he married bernadine (speller) moorman who was borndec.20,1863 -died jan.6,1906 they both died in mount sterling illinois ,they had the following children john frederick ,lewis,edward and amandaamanda and her father died around the same time and were barried together from the influenza ,my grt grandfather edward ,changed his name to simmonsand kept his family a secret from his wife and 2 daughters but stayed in contact with them ,so this is why there is a lack of history of him in my family ,we found out after his passing about the name change and his family ,what i am trying to determine is were friedrich came from and if he had any more familyhere,my mother told me that edward could speak germen and that none of his siblings went to school because they couldnt speak english,edward taught himself english ,any way i think that it is possible that friedrich may have been born in germany and bernadine ,being that the childrens first speaking language was german ,so anything would realy help at this point ive been hitting a brick wall for quite some time on my family there .they are listed on page 285,but i also see that there are 3 more moormans listed on page 369 i wondered if they may be related  thank you so much for your time anita 


